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Abstract

A basic requirement of autonomous vehicles is that of guarantee-
ing the safety of the vehicle by avoiding hazardous situations. This
paper analyses this requirement in general terms of real-time
response, and throughput. Several nondimensional expressions
emerge which characterize requirements in canonical form.

1 Introduction
The need for high throughput perception algorithms has been
acknowledged for some time [1][2][3][7][8][9][10][11] in the
field of autonomous vehicle navigation. Yet, evidence for this
need has not been based on any underlying theory. This paper is
concerned with the requirements that must be satisfied by an
autonomous vehicle which operates safely in its environment.
For the purposes of this paper, the perception sensor can be any
imaging sensor measuring range or intensity in any electromag-
netic band of frequencies. We will propose aspects of a rudimen-
tary theory of obstacle avoidance and use it to quantify some of
the requirements placed upon autonomous systems that are
derived from the need to ensure safety. It is one of three related
papers [4], [5] in these proceedings.

2 Guaranteed Safety
Any vehicle which attempts to navigate autonomously in the
presence of unknown obstacles must exhibit performance that
satisfies a basic set of requirements. At the highest level, if the
system is to survive on its own, the vehicle control system must
implement apolicy of guaranteed safety.
It may be possible in simple environments to make the default
assumption that the terrain is navigable in the absence of direct
evidence to the contrary. Theweak form of the policy is optimis-
tic. It requires that the vehicle guarantee, to the best of its ability,
that collisions withidentified obstacles will be avoided. The sys-
tem must prove an area is not safe before not traversing it. An
example of such an environment is a flat floor indoor setting.
In more complex environments, it is necessary to make the
default assumption that the terrain is not navigable in the absence
of direct evidence to the contrary. In itsstrong form, the policy is
pessimistic. It requires that a vehicle not enter terrain that it has
not both perceived and understood. The system must prove that
an area is safe before traversing it. An example of such an envi-
ronment is a rough terrain outdoor environment.
This requirement to guarantee safety can be further broken down
into four other requirements on performance and functionality
expressed in terms of timing, speed, resolution, and accuracy. In
order to survive on its own, an autonomous vehicle must imple-
ment the four policies of:
•guaranteed response: It must respond fast enough to avoid
an obstacle once it is perceived.

•guaranteed throughput: It must update its model of the
environment at a rate commensurate with its speed.

•guaranteed detection: It must incorporate high enough reso-
lution sensors and computations to enable it to detect the
smallest event or feature that can present a hazard.

•guaranteed localization: It must incorporate sufficiently
high fidelity models of itself and the environment to enable it
to make correct decisions and execute them sufficiently accu-
rately.

2.1 Preliminaries

A nondimensional expression of the above policies provides the
most compact expression of the relationships between speed,
reaction time, and other system performance parameters. Results
will be expressed in a scale-independent form when this is possi-
ble. Before developing such expressions, a brief background dis-
cussion is in order.

2.1.1 Lexical Conventions
The paper will introduce many new terms as a device to foster
brevity and precision. New terms will be defined in their first
appearance in the text. They will generally be highlightedthus.

2.1.2 Nomenclature
The wordsresponse andreaction will be distinguished for rea-
sons of notational convenience. Generally, response will refer to
the entire autonomous system including the vehicle, and reaction
will refer to the computational and control aspects of the system
only. Finally, the termmaneuverwill apply to the vehicle physi-
cal response only.
For example, if the vehicle applies the brakes, the time it took to
decide to brake is the reaction time, the time spent stopping is the
maneuver time, and the sum of these is the response time.

The instantaneous field of view will be defined as the angular
width of a pixel.

2.1.3 Coordinate Conventions
The angular coordinates of a pixel will be expressed in terms of
horizontal angle orazimuth , and vertical angle orelevation

. Three orthogonal axes are considered to be oriented along the
vehicle body axes of symmetry. Generally, we will arbitrarily
choose z up, y forward, and x to the right:
•x - crossrange, in the groundplane, normal to travel direction.
•y - downrange, in the groundplane, along travel direction.
•z - vertical, normal to the groundplane.

2.1.4 Notation
We will carefully distinguish range,  measured in 3D from a
range sensor, and the projection of range  onto the ground-
plane. Generally, both will be measured forward from the sensor
unless otherwise noted.

2.1.5 Acronyms
The following acronyms will be employed:
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•VFOV - vertical field of view
•HFOV - horizontal field of view
•IFOV - instantaneous field of view
•HIFOV - horizontal instantaneous field of view
•VIFOV - vertical instantaneous field of view.

2.2 Nondimensional Configuration

Certain vehicle dimensions that will be generally important in
the analysis are summarized in the following figure. One distin-
guished point on the vehicle body will be designated the vehicle
control point. The position of this point and the orientation of the
associated coordinate system is used to designate the pose of the
vehicle.
The wheelbase is , and the wheel radius is . The height of the
sensor above the groundplane is designated  and its offset rear
of the vehicle nose is . The height of the undercarriage above
the groundplane is . Range measured from the sensor is desig-
nated .

2.3 Key Nondimensionals

Certain nondimensional variables that encode relevant aspects of
the vehicle geometry will be employed later in the paper.
• : normalized wheelbase, the ratio of wheelbase to mea-
sured range, encodes the size of the vehicle relative to its sen-
sory lookahead, relates to requirements on sensor angular
resolution.

• : perception ratio, the ratio of sensor height to mea-
sured range, encodes the sensor height relative to vehicle sen-
sory lookahead, encodes angle of incidence of range pixels
with the terrain, relates to requirements on sensor angular
resolution, pixel footprint aspect ratio, and prevalence of ter-
rain self occlusions.

• : undercarriage tangent, the ratio of undercarriage
clearance to wheelbase, encodes body clearance aspects of
terrainability in scale independent terms, relates to the preva-
lence of terrain self occlusions.

2.4 Nondimensional Safety Requirements

One way to characterize scale is to choose a characteristic vehi-
cle dimension to represent its size. Let the wheelbase  be cho-
sen for this purpose here. Let  represent vehicle speed and let

 represent an interval of time. One nondimensional quantity
that will concern us is the ratio of a velocity-time product to a
distance. This generic nondimensional can be expressed as:

If  represents the time required to respond to an obsta-
cle, the product of speed  and this response time will be called
a response distance. This distance can be defined for any partic-
ular obstacle avoidance maneuver or class of maneuvers. If we
normalize this distance by the wheelbase, a nondimensional is
created which expresses response distance in scale-independent
terms. Thus, thenormalized response distance is:

This number encodes the capacity of a vehicle to respond relative
to its own size. If the number is large, it implies that vehicle

maneuverability is low in scale-independent terms.

2.4.1 Response
Obstacles cannot be avoided unless the vehicle can react fast
enough. The response distance can never be allowed to exceed
the sensory lookahead distance .

Thus, theresponse ratio must be continuously kept below unity:

2.4.2 Throughput
Obstacles also cannot be avoided unless the vehicle sees them.
The vehicle must see all terrain that it will, or can, traverse. With-
out loss of generality, let a sensor capture one image every
seconds. Let the sensor field of view project onto a distance
on the groundplane.

To see all obstacles, there can be no gaps in the groundplane cov-
erage of the sensor so the distance moved per frame cannot
exceed the groundplane projection. Thus, thethroughput ratio
must be continuously kept below  unity:

Notice that for both response and throughput ratios, we can fix
any one quantity in the ratios and generate an adaptive rule that
encodes how the remaining two quantities depend on each other
when safety is guaranteed.

2.5 Standard Assumptions

Certain assumptions will be important either because they must
be adopted, or because they simplify analysis. These assump-
tions are not always necessary, justified, or even correct, but we
will employ them when they are:
•small incidence angle assumption: the assumption that the
perception ratio is small. When adopted, allows us to equate
the range to a point on the ground to its groundplane projec-
tion with a minimal relative error equal to the square of the
perception ratio.

•point vehicle assumption: the assumption that the finite
extent of the vehicle can be ignored in the analysis. When
adopted, allows us to ignore the extension of the vehicle nose
in front of the perception sensor, for example.

•low latency assumption: the assumption that the delays asso-
ciated with passing energy or information through an element
of the system can be ignored. When adopted, allows us to
ignore actuator dynamics, for example.

•flat terrain assumption: the assumption that the terrain is at
least locally flat at the scale of the sensory lookahead dis-
tance. When adopted, allows us to simplify many aspects of
the analysis.

•smooth terrain assumption: the assumption that the terrain
does not contain any high spatial frequencies. When adopted,
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allows to assume reasonable limits on the need to resolve
small hazards in the environment.

•stationary environment assumption: the assumption that
the environment is rigid. When adopted, allows us to measure
the position of an object only once and assume that it stays
put while the vehicle moves around it.

2.6 Standard Problems

Given the description of the problem outlined above, a set of nat-
ural subproblems emerge when one component or another of
each ratio does not meet the underlying requirements for fixed
values of the other quantities of interest. Many of the following
subproblems will be subsequently elaborated in more detail.

2.6.1 Response Problem
The response problem is the problem of guaranteeing timely
response to external stimuli. Related subproblems include:
•myopia problem: The sensor lookahead is too short for a
given speed and response time.

•latency problem: The response time is too large for a given
speed and sensory lookahead.

2.6.2 Throughout Problem
The throughput problem is the problem of guaranteeing ade-
quate sensory and processing throughput. It is often the case that
raw computing power is insufficient to satisfy this requirement at
adequate resolution, but other subproblems can be identified as
well:
•stabilization problem: Attitude changes of the sensor cause
gaps in the sensor coverage.

•tunnel vision problem: The sensor field of view is too small
for a given vehicle speed and maneuverability, and a given
terrain roughness.

•occlusion problem: The position of the sensor combined
with the roughness of the terrain cause self occlusion of the
terrain.

3 Response
This section investigates the manner in which computational
reaction time and mechanical maneuverability together deter-
mine the ability of a vehicle to avoid obstacles. Analysis of
response requires an analysis of the time and space required to
react to external events. Up to this point, we have considered that
the vehicle travelled at constant speed while executing some
undefined obstacle avoidance trajectory.
In a practical model of response, we must consider such matters
as the variation of speed with time, the precise trajectory fol-
lowed including any relevant vehicle dynamics, and the spatial
extent of both the vehicle and the obstacle(s). This section con-
siders these matters in detail.

3.1 Response Time

A precise definition of response time requires a precise definition
of two discrete events. The first is the event to which the vehicle
must respond and the second is the completion of the response
trajectory - however it is defined.
It is useful to think about response time in terms of a perceive-
think-act loop which models the overall vehicle control and plan-
ning system. For the present purpose, we will define thesystem
response time as the time period between the instant that an
obstacle appears in the field of view of a perception sensor and
the instant that the vehicle is considered to have completed exe-
cution of the associated avoidance trajectory. This time includes:
• : sensing the environment
• : perceiving what the sensor data means

• : deciding what to do
• : commanding actuators
• : actuator response time
• : operating on the vehicle and environment

The following figure presents a potential configuration where one
computer is used for intelligent control, and another is used for
servo control. Also, several input/output operations are indicated
because their delays are significant enough to model.

The total system response time is therefore:

It may be useful at times to distinguish the hardware and soft-
ware components of the response time in order to assess where to
make improvements. Thus,

It may also be useful to distinguish the time before actuator
response from the time after. The former is thereaction time and
the latter, themaneuver time. Thus,

The distance travelled during the reaction time tends to be linear
in initial velocity while the distance travelled during the maneu-
ver time tends to be quadratic in it.

3.2 Maneuverability

3.2.1 Canonical Maneuvers
Precise analysis of vehicle maneuverability requires solution of
the equations of vehicle dynamics under time-varying inputs
while accounting for terrain-following loads. For the purpose of
the paper, we will often resort to simplified canonical obstacle
avoidance trajectories in order to avoid this complexity.
Four special trajectories are defined for a point robot under an
assumption of instantaneous and complete response of actuators
to their commands:
•panic stop: The vehicle is traveling at constant speed in a
straight line, decides to fully apply the brakes, and skids or
slows to a complete stop.

•turning stop: The vehicle is travelling at constant speed
along a constant curvature arc, decides to fully apply the
brakes, and skids or slows along the original arc to a com-
plete stop.
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•impulse turn: The vehicle is travelling at constant speed in a
straight line, decides to turn at a given radius, and issues the
turn command.

•reverse turn: The vehicle is travelling at constant speed at the
minimum safe turn radius in one direction and issues a com-
mand to reverse curvature to the minimum safe radius in the
other direction.

These canonical maneuvers are indicated in the following figure.

3.2.2 Braking
Consider the trajectory followed if a full braking command is
issued while travelling at constant speed in a straight line. Let
be the coefficient of sliding friction,  be the initial velocity, and

 be the acceleration due to gravity. Equating the initial kinetic
energy to the work done by friction leads to an expression for the
braking distance:

3.2.3 Turning Radius Limits
Consider the trajectory followed if the vehicle turns at the turn
radius which generates the highest safe lateral acceleration. In
order to force an analogy with the coefficient of friction for brak-
ing, let  be one-half the maximum permissible lateral accelera-
tion expressed in g’s, called thecoefficient of lateral
acceleration. Let  be the initial velocity, and  be the acceler-
ation due to gravity. Theminimum dynamic turn radius  occurs
at maximum lateral acceleration and is given by:

Note that many steering mechanisms, including the traditional
Ackerman-steered automobile mechanism impose aminimum
kinematic turn radius , . For such vehicles, the operative
lower limit on the turn radius is the maximum of these two:

3.2.4 Turning Angle
Consider the trajectory followed if the vehicle executes a con-
stant curvature turn. Let the vehicle yaw be given by , the
velocity be given by , the curvature be given by , and the
radius of curvature be given by . For a constant curvature turn,
the angle subtended at the start point, of the region reachable by
the vehicle in a turn, is the yaw of the turn itself as shown below:

In a turning maneuver, the instantaneous vehicle yaw rate is
given simply by the chain rule of differentiation:

If the time spent in the turn is , the yaw of the vehicle after the
turn, theturning angle, is given by:

Where  is theturning distance.

3.3 Response Distance

We have nominally defined theresponse distance as follows:

but in a more realistic situation, velocity is not constant through-
out a particular trajectory. However, this definition can be
retained if theresponse velocity is defined as the ratio of the
response distance to the response time.

3.3.1 Panic Stop
Consider apanic stop obstacle avoidance trajectory. There is a
period of time before the brakes are applied and a period of time
after. Before the brakes are applied, the intelligent controller is
processing images and deciding on a course of action. For con-
stant velocity, thisreaction distance is clearly:

The total response distance is the sum of the reaction distance
and the braking distance. It expresses the distance travelled from
the point where the obstacle first appeared to when the vehicle
stops. Thus, for apanic stop:

3.3.2 Impulse Turn
Consider animpulse turn obstacle avoidance trajectory. In the
worst case, the obstacle spans the entire sensor horizontal field of
view and a turn of 90° is required to avoid hitting it. For such a
turn, the corresponding distance moved along the original direc-
tion of travel is equal to one turn radius. This will be called the
impulse turning distance.
If we consider the full system reaction time, then there is also a
period of time, and associated distance travelled, when the steer-
ing has not yet been engaged while the intelligent controller is
processing images and deciding on a course of action. For con-
stant velocity, thisreaction distance is clearly:

The total reaction distance is the sum of these two. It expresses
the distance travelled from the point where the obstacle first
appeared to when the vehicle completes a 90° turn. Thus, for an
impulse turn a form analogous to the panic stop is obtained:

3.3.3 Response Distance
It is possible to define, for the panic stop and impulse turn
maneuvers, a general form of the response distance:

Figure 5: Canonical Maneuvers
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where the quantity  is understood to not include the time
spent with the brakes on or turning at the minimum radius.
Henceforth, we will write  to represent the friction or lateral
acceleration coefficient as the case requires. The first term can be
called thereaction distance and the second is themaneuver dis-
tance.
This relationship is plotted below for typical values of the coeffi-
cient of friction or lateral acceleration.

In both cases, we have implicitly assumed that actuator transients
can be neglected or absorbed into the reaction time.
All components of the reaction time except the actuator compo-
nent can normally be considered equal for both braking and turn-
ing. However, the reaction distance is often larger for turning
than for braking. On Ackerman steered vehicles, time required to
complete movement of the steering actuator can often signifi-
cantly exceed that required for braking. Also, the coefficient of
lateral acceleration can be lower than the coefficient of friction
because it is limited by the propensity to roll over in a turn.

3.4 Response Angle

3.4.1 Turning Stop
Consider aturning stop obstacle avoidance trajectory. For this
maneuver, the angle through which the vehicle turns is governed
by the braking response distance since the steering actuator does
not move. If  is the radius of curvature, then the angle turned is:

This will be called theresponse angle. By analogy, it is com-
posed of thereaction angle and thebraking angle.

3.4.2 Response Angle
It is possible to define, for the turning stop maneuver, a general
form of the response angle:

where  is the radius of curvature of the turn and  is
the response distance. In the particular case of a turn at the mini-
mum safe radius of curvature, we have:

This relationship is plotted below for typical values of the coeffi-
cients of friction and lateral acceleration and a minimum kine-

matic turn radius of 7.5 meters.

Clearly, the response angle grows roughly linearly while the turn
radius is limited by the mechanism. Beyond some velocity (here
6 meters/sec.), the turn radius becomes limited by the lateral
acceleration and the response angle decreases.

3.5 Nondimensional Response

One unique characteristic of a high-speed autonomous vehicle is
the fact that it can spend as much or more time or distance decid-
ing what to do as it takes to do it. The ratio of the reaction and
maneuver distance is therefore a relative measure of how much
precious spatial resources are used for each as the vehicle closes
on an obstacle. Clearly, there is one unique speed where the reac-
tion distance and the maneuver distance become equal. Let us
define themaneuver coefficient  as their ratio. Thus:

When this quantity is significantly less than one, the reaction dis-
tance dominates the maneuver, and the overall response distance
is basically linear in initial velocity. This is the case for most of
Figure 7. Note also, that the coefficient is also the ratio between
the reaction angle and the braking angle.
For the turning stop, the limits on turn radius may be driven by
either mechanical or dynamic concerns. Let us define theturn-
ing coefficient as the ratio of the kinematic and dynamic limits.

If this ratio is less than unity, the response angle grows linearly
with velocity. If it exceeds unity, the response angle decreases
quadratically with velocity.

3.6 Response Regimes

The maneuver coefficient identifies two key regimes of operation
for autonomous vehicles. After substituting into the original
expression, some algebra gives:

Based on the response coefficient, two regimes of operation can
be defined. In thekinematic response regime it is much less
than unity. In thedynamic response regime it is much greater
than unity. When the maneuver coefficient is unity, reaction dis-
tance and maneuver distance are equal. At this point, response
distance enters a regime of quadratic growth with initial velocity.
As speeds increase there comes a point where the system must
explicitly reason about the “dynamics” of maneuvering in the
sense that the maneuver distance is no longer an insignificant
part of the overall response trajectory.
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4 Throughput
This section investigates the manner in which computational
cycle time, maneuverability, and sensor field of view determine
the ability of a vehicle to measure the environment fast enough
and comprehensively enough to avoid missing anything.
We will investigate the relationship between the maneuverability
of the vehicle and the sensorfield of regard. The sensor field of
regard will be described by:
•depth of field: minimum and maximum range
•field of view: horizontal and vertical field of view

4.1 Depth of Field

There are many potential ways to determine requirements on sen-
sor range. This section will propose one plausible way based on
limits on response distance. For the sake of simplicity, we will
work in terms of the distance  from the sensor measured in the
groundplane, rather than distance  in the plane formed by a
sensor scanline. Recall that the distance from the sensor to the
nose of the vehicle is given by .

4.1.1 Minimum Range
We could determine minimum required sensor range from the
minimum response distance of any obstacle avoidance trajectory.
This approach would be based on the argument that the vehicle is
already committed to travel at least this far. In many cases, the
panic stop is the trajectory that consumes the least space. Such
an analysis would give a minimum useful range of:

Where  is thebraking reaction time and  is the associ-
atedbraking maneuver coefficient equal to the ratio of braking
distance to reaction distance.

4.1.2 Maximum Range
Likewise, we could determine maximum range from the maxi-
mum response distance associated with any obstacle avoidance
trajectory based on the argument that the vehicle cannot travel
any further before another computational cycle of obstacle avoid-
ance. We will consider the impulse turn to be the trajectory that
consumes the most space. This would give a maximum useful
range of:

Where  is theturning reaction time and  is the associ-
atedturning maneuver coefficient equal to the ratio of turning
distance to reaction distance.

4.2 Horizontal Field of View

The horizontal field of view will be determined by the turning
stop maneuver and hence by twice the response angle. The ratio-
nale for this choice is that when the vehicle is executing a turn, it
will have just enough sensory lookahead to stop if an obstacle
appears. Another important matter to consider is that a sensor
normally cannot change its horizontal field of view dynamically,
so it is necessary to allocate horizontal field of view for a range
of velocities.

This may mean that even though the field of view requirements
reduce as speeds increase, a typical sensor cannot take advantage
of it.

4.2.1 Tunnel Vision Problem
Although the required horizontal field of view does eventually
decrease with velocity, contemporary sensors generally do not
generate the field of view necessary to image all reachable ter-
rain. Consider the following figure. If the steering wheel turns at
constant speed, for the maneuvers indicated, the entire region
that the vehicle can reach is contained within the set of curves
shown. Each curve corresponds to an alternative steering angle.
It is often the case that a contemporary autonomous system can-
not look where it is going. At times, there may be no overlap at
all between the projection of the field of view on the ground-
plane, and the region that the vehicle is committed to travelling.
This problem will be called thetunnel vision problem.

In the center figure, it is clear that sensor panning can be an
effective solution. Nonetheless, it is important to distinguish the
width of the field of view from its direction. While pointing may
help, there is also a minimum width that covers all reachable ter-
rain. In the right figure, the initial curvature is zero,  and the field
of view is not wide enough regardless of where it is pointed.
For fixed sensors, overall latency severely complicates this prob-
lem. If the vehicle turns with angular velocity  and the hori-
zontal field of view is small, it is not unusual for the vehicle to
have driven completely off of the imaged terrain by the time that
the data is processed. If the overall system reaction time is

, then by the time that a command reaches the hardware,
the vehicle has turned through an angle:

This angle can easily exceed the available field of view.

4.3 Vertical Field of View

There are several potential mechanisms that might be used to
determine requirements on the vertical field of view. The major
kinematic requirement which influences the vertical field of view
is the pitch angle induced in the vehicle body by the most chal-
lenging, yet navigable, terrain. On the other hand, we might
choose the vertical field of view based on the overall sensory
throughput required. Both options are considered below.

4.3.1 Worst Kinematic Case - Rough Terrain
Rough terrain considerations generate the worst case require-
ment on vertical field of view. Under the strong form of guaran-
teed safety, we can assume that there is no need to view terrain
that cannot be traversed. Let the highest safe body pitch angle be

. The following figure illustrates the two extreme cases which
determine the vertical field of view required to ensure that the
vehicle is able to see up an approaching hill or past a hill that it is
cresting.
On this kinematic basis, the vertical field of view required is four
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times the maximum pitch of the body.

4.3.2 Best Kinematic Case - Flat Terrain
Under thesmall incidence angle assumption, the vertical field
of view can be expressed in terms of the maximum and minimum
range as follows:

4.3.3 Best Dynamic Case - Flat Terrain
This section considers a dynamic basis for specifying the
required vertical field of view in the sense that the result is
dependent on velocity instead of angles. Accordingly, we will
find it important to think in terms of a sensor measurement rate
instead of the angular VOFV.
Let  be the average of  and . When  is small
compared to , we have:

If the average range is used to approximate the maximum and the
minimum range, the required vertical field of view, from the
above expression, is simply:

Recall that the throughput ratio  is defined as the ratio of the dis-
tance travelled by the vehicle to the amount of terrain measured
in the same unit of time:

Substitution yields the VFOV in terms of the throughput ratio:

The imaging density  will be defined as the average number
of images that fall on any patch of terrain. It is the reciprocal of
thethroughput ratio :

The sweep rate, , of a sensor can be defined, in image space, as
the vertical field of view (VFOV) generated per unit time. It has
units of angular velocity. It may be related to the physical motion
of the elevation mirror in a laser rangefinder or the product of the
VFOV and the frame rate for a video camera. Rewriting the
above, we have:

Underguaranteed throughput, the throughput ratio is unity or
lower, and the imaging density is correspondingly unity or
higher, so the sweep rate must always exceed:

We will call this relationship the linear velocity component of the
sweep rate rule. If range  is related to stopping distance, the
sweep rate can be expressed solely in terms of reaction time, sen-
sor height, and velocity - making it a function only of vehicle
parameters and state.

4.3.4 Worst Dynamic Case - Rough Terrain
On rough terrain, the vehicle may pitch as a result of terrain fol-
lowing loads, and in the worst case, these motions add to the
sweep rate requirement. If  is the maximum pitch rate of
the vehicle caused by terrain following loads, then the sweep rate
rule becomes:

A final consideration in determining sweep rate and VFOV is the
gradient of the terrain in front of the vehicle. The terrain gradient
is unconstrained in general, and not usually known a priori. If a
maximum terrain gradient can be specified, it can be used in the
linear sweep rate expression. Such a maximum may be deter-
mined either from the a priori characteristics of the terrain, or
from considering that terrain that is not navigable need only be
imaged to the degree necessary to classify it as not navigable.

4.3.5 Stabilization Problem
Notice that the linear component of the sweep rate rule benefits
from higher linear speeds whereas the angular component suffers
from higher angular speeds. If the VFOV is either too small or
too slowly adjustable to avoid holes in the coverage of the sensor,
the situation will be known as thestabilization problem. This
consideration, when it occurs, argues for a wider VFOV.
On the other hand, if all information in an image is processed, the
required computational speed increases directly with VFOV. This
has been called the perceptualthroughput problem. Any fixed
VFOV is a compromise between these two considerations of
computing less than necessary or more than is feasible.

4.4 Occlusion

This section investigates the relationship between vehicle config-
uration and the prevalence of terrain self-occlusions. Mounting a
sensor on the roof of a vehicle implies, for typical geometry, that
terrain self-occlusions are inevitable, and that holes cannot be
detected until it is too late to react to them.These are two aspects
of theocclusion problem.

4.4.1 Hill Occlusion
A hill can also be called apositive obstacle. Ideally, a sensor
should see behind a navigable hill at the maximum sensor range.
The necessary sensor height can be derived from this require-
ment.
The highest terrain gradient which is just small enough to avoid
body collision is determined by the vehicleundercarriage tan-
gent as shown below.
In order for occlusions of navigable terrain to be completely
eliminated, the following condition must be met:

Figure 10: Rough Terrain Vertical Field of View
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So, for complete avoidance of occlusion of navigable terrain, the
ratio of sensor height to maximum range must equal or exceed
half the undercarriage tangent. This will be called thehill occlu-
sion rule. This rule is almost always violated because it is
impractical to mount a sensor at the required height. Thepercep-
tion ratio, , approximately ,  can easily exceed the
undercarriage tangent by a factor of three or four. Hence, occlu-
sions of navigable terrain are common when the terrain is rough.

4.4.2 Hole Occlusion
A hole can also be called anegative obstacle. Such obstacles are
particularly problematic to an autonomous vehicle. Consider a
hole which is roughly the same diameter as a wheel and which is
as deep as a wheel radius. Such a hole is roughly the smallest
size which presents a hazard.

Detecting that the hole is deep enough to present a hazard
requires waiting until the hole was close enough to satisfy:

This will be called thehole occlusion rule. While properly
placed scanlines could detect the hole, it is also the case that
obstacles inside the stopping distance cannot be avoided at all.
Practical hole detection must be based on subtler cues than inte-
rior geometry for high speed vehicles. For example, holes gener-
ate range shadows beyond the leading edge.

5 Conclusions
Requirements analysis is an activity that attempts to study the
problem rather than any particular solution. This paper has ana-
lyzed some of the requirements of high speed autonomous
mobility in general terms and has supported the following con-
clusions about the nature of the problem.

5.1 Sensor Mounting Geometry

Sensor height is typically an order of magnitude smaller than the
vehicle response distance. This relationship has many implica-
tions relating to the prevalence of occlusions in images and the
complexity of image processing algorithms.

5.2 Response

For both the panic stop and the impulse turn trajectories defined
earlier, the response distance consists of a linear and a quadratic
velocity term. The linear term dominates at lower velocities and
the quadratic term at higher velocities. Two regimes of operation,
termed kinematic and dynamic are thus defined.

5.3 Field of View

Rational methods for specifying sensor field of view are avail-
able if we attempt to image all reachable terrain. However, by
assessing the quantitative requirements it is clear that the tunnel
vision, myopia, latency, stabilization, and occlusion problems are
all severe in typical situations with typical hardware. Perhaps

coincidently, requirements on field of view decrease quadrati-
cally with velocity after a certain point is reached. For horizontal
field of view that point is reached when turns are limited by con-
siderations of rollover (lateral acceleration). For vertical field of
view, the point is reached when range significantly exceeds sen-
sor height and the same length on the groundplane projects onto
an ever smaller region in the image plane as range increases.

5.4 Obstacle Avoidance

From the perspective of reliability in obstacle detection and
avoidance, it is important to recognize that the planning horizon
of obstacle avoidance (i.e. the vehicle reaction time) is roughly
equal to the time it takes for the steering actuator to reverse direc-
tion. Hence, the system operates almost entirely in the “tran-
sient” regime of continuously changing curvature when
aggressively avoiding obstacles.
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